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Abstract: We show that the Newman-Janis shift property of the exact Kerr solu-
tion can be interpreted in terms of a worldsheet effective action. This holds both in
gravity, and for the single-copy
√
Kerr solution in electrodynamics. At the level of
equations of motion, we show that the Newman-Janis shift holds also for the leading
interactions of the Kerr black hole. These leading interactions are conveniently de-
scribed using chiral classical equations of motion with the help of the spinor-helicity
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1 Introduction
The Newman-Janis (NJ) shift [1] is a remarkable exact property of the Kerr solu-
tion [2] describing a stationary spinning black hole in general relativity. It relates the
Kerr solution to the simpler non-spinning Schwarzschild solution. One way to un-
derstand this property is to consider the Weyl curvature spinor Ψ. With appropriate
coordinates, the NJ shift is
ΨKerr(x) = ΨSchwarzschild(x+ ia) , (1.1)
where a is the spin of the Kerr metric. In other words, the Kerr solution looks like
a complex translation of the Schwarzschild solution [3].
Precisely the same phenomenon occurs for the electromagnetic
√
Kerr solu-
tion [1], which double-copies to the Kerr metric [4]. In this case, it is the Maxwell
spinor φ that undergoes a shift:
φ
√
Kerr(x) = φCoulomb(x+ ia) . (1.2)
Therefore,
√
Kerr is a kind of complex translation of the Coulomb solution.
A partial understanding of this NJ phenomenon is available in the context of
scattering amplitudes. Although amplitudes are rooted in quantum field theory, in
recent years there has been an explosion of interest in applications of amplitudes
to classical physics [5–22]. This is motivated by the applicability of the results for
elastic [23–44] and inelastic [45–57] gravitational scattering of two massive particles
– 1 –
to gravitational-wave physics [58–72], as well as by the search for the underlying
principles behind the double-copy relationship between gauge theory and gravity
[4, 73–90]. Recently, Arkani-Hamed, Huang and Huang [91] pointed out a special
class of three-point amplitudes for a massive particle of spin s emitting a gauge
boson or graviton. In a classical context, amplitudes for minimally coupled massive
particles of large (classical) spin s  1 are simple exponential factors times the
amplitudes for scalar particles [15, 24, 30]. In particular, the
√
Kerr three-point
amplitude describing classical electromagnetic interactions of a minimally coupled,






Here ACoulomb3,+ = −2Q(p · ε+k ) is the usual QED amplitude for a scalar of charge Q
and momentum p absorbing a photon with positive-helicity polarisation vector ε+k .
Similarly, the gravitational three-point amplitude for a massive particle is
MKerr3,+ = e−k·aMSchwarzschild3,+ , (1.4)
in terms of the “Schwarzschild” amplitude for a scalar particle interacting with a
positive-helicity graviton of momentum k. A straightforward way to establish the
connection of these amplitudes to spinning black holes [24, 25, 30] is to compute
the impulse on a scalar probe at leading order in the Kerr background [15]. The
calculation can be performed using classical equations of motion on the one hand,
and using scattering amplitudes and the KMOC formalism [13, 16, 18] on the other.
A direct comparison of the two approaches makes it evident [15, 30] that the NJ shift
of the background is captured by the exponential factors e±k·a.
This connection between the NJ shift and scattering amplitudes suggests that the
NJ shift should extend beyond the exact Kerr solution to the interactions of spinning
black holes. Indeed, it is straightforward to scatter two Kerr particles (by which we
mean massive particles with classical spin lengths a1 and a2) off one another using
amplitudes. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the classical interpretation of
this fact. To do so, we turn to the classical effective theory describing the worldline
interactions of a Kerr particle [92–96]. We will see that the NJ property endows
this worldline action with a remarkable two-dimensional worldsheet structure. The
Newman-Janis story emerges via Stokes’ theorem on this worldsheet with boundary
and indeed persists for at least the leading interactions. We will see that novel
equations of motion, making use of the spinor-helicity formalism in a purely classical
context, allow us to make the shift manifest in the leading interactions.
Our effective action is constructed only from the information in the three-point
amplitudes. At higher orders, information from four-point and higher amplitudes
(or similar sources) is necessary to fully specify the effective action. Therefore our
action is in principle supplemented by an infinite tower of higher-order operators. We
– 2 –
may hope, however, that the worldsheet structure may itself constrain the allowed
higher-dimension operators.
As applications of our methods, we use a generalisation of the Newman-Janis
shift [97] to introduce magnetic charges (in electrodynamics) and NUT parameters
(in gravity) for the particles described by our equations of motion. As an example, we
compute the leading impulse on a probe particle with mass, spin and NUT charge
moving in a Kerr-Taub-NUT background. The charged generalisation of the NJ
complex map can similarly be connected to the behaviour of three-point amplitudes
in the classical limit [98–103], and we will reproduce results recently derived from
this perspective [102], furthermore calculating the leading angular impulse (i.e. the
change in spin during scattering) for the first time.
Our paper is organised as follows. We begin our discussion in the context of
electrodynamics, constructing the effective action for a
√
Kerr probe in an arbitrary
electromagnetic background. In this case it is rather easy to understand how the
worldsheet emerges. We discuss key properties of the worldsheet, including the origin
of the Newman-Janis shift, in this context. It turns out to be useful to perform the
matching in a spacetime with “split” signature (+,+,−,−), largely because the
three-point amplitude does not exist on-shell in Minkowski space. The structure of
the worldsheet is particularly simple in split-signature spacetimes. In section 3 we
turn to the gravitational case, showing that the worldsheet naturally describes the
dynamics of a spinning Kerr particle. We discuss equations of motion in section 4,
focussing on the leading-order interactions which are not sensitive to terms in the
effective action which we have not constrained. In this section, we will see how useful
the methods of spinor-helicity are for capturing the chiral dynamics associated with
the NJ shift, as well as magnetic charges. We finish our paper with a brief discussion.
2 From amplitude to action
We begin our story concentrating on the slightly simpler example of the
√
Kerr par-
ticle in electromagnetism. We wish to construct an effective action for a massive,
charged particle with spin angular momentum Sµν . Building on the work of Porto,










µν −QA · u
}
+ SEFT , (2.1)
where uµ and Ωµν are the linear and angular velocities,1 and SEFT contains additional
operators coupling the spinning particle to the electromagnetic field. We will be
1We will be fixing τ to be the proper time, so the velocity uµ = drµ/dτ will satisfy u2 = 1. The






assuming the spin tensor to be transverse according to the Tulczyjew covariant spin
supplementary condition (SSC)
Sµνp
ν = 0 , pµ = −
∂L
∂uµ
= muµ +O(A) . (2.3)




εµνρσpνSρσ ⇔ Sµν = εµνρσpρaσ . (2.4)
The effective action (2.1) can be written independently of the choice of SSC, at
the expense of introducing an additional term from minimal coupling [94, 95, 107].
This has played an important role in recent work pushing the gravitational effective
action beyond linear-in-curvature terms [108–110], but for our present purposes a
fixed SSC will suffice. Note that any differences in the choice of the spin tensor Sµν
are projected out from the pseudovector aµ by definition, and it is the latter that
will be central to our discussion.
We will only consider the effective operators in SEFT that involve one power of
the electromagnetic field Aµ, which can be fixed by the three-point amplitudes. Since


















while the plain field strength goes together with an even power of a. By dimensional
analysis, the unknown constant coefficients Bn and Cn are dimensionless.
2.1 Worldsheet from source
To determine the unknown coefficients, we choose to match our effective action to a
quantity that can be derived directly from the three-point
√
Kerr amplitude (1.3).
A convenient choice is the Maxwell spinor given by the amplitude for an incoming







dΦ(k) δ̂(k · u) |k〉〈k| e−ik·xA3,+ . (2.7)
In this expression, the integration is over on-shell massless phase space2




The tetrad allows us to pass from body-fixed frame indices a, b, . . . to Lorentz indices µ, ν, . . ., as
usual. More details on spinning particles in effective theory can be found in recent reviews [105, 106].
2Here and below we use the hat notation to absorb appropriate momentum-space factors of 2π.
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This Maxwell spinor is defined in (2,2) signature. Indeed, in Minkowski space, the
only solution of the zero-energy condition k · u for a massless, on-shell momentum is
kµ = 0, so the three-point amplitude cannot exist on shell for non-trivial kinemat-
ics. However, there is no such issue in (2,2) signature, which motivates analytically
continuing from Minkowski space. (The spinor |k〉 is constructed from the on-shell
null momentum k as usual in spinor-helicity.)
In fact, the Newman-Janis shift makes it extremely natural for us to analytically
continue to split signature even in the classical sense, without any consideration of
three-point amplitudes. The Maxwell spinor for a static
√
Kerr particle is explicitly
φ
√
Kerr(x) = − Q
4π
1
(x2 + y2 + (z + ia)2)3/2
(x, y, z + ia) · σ . (2.9)
In preparation for the analytic continuation z = −iz′, we may choose to order the
Pauli matrices as σ = (σz, σx, σy). Then the spinor structure in eq. (2.9) becomes
real, while the radial fall-off factor in the Maxwell spinor simplifies to
1
(x2 + y2 − (z − a)2)3/2
,
where we have dropped the prime sign of z. In short, we have a real Maxwell spinor
in (2,2) signature, and the spin a is now a real translation in the timelike z direction.
We now analytically continue the action (2.5) by choosing the spin direction to
become timelike. In doing so, we also continue the component of the EM field in the
spin direction, consistent with a covariant derivative ∂ + iQA. In split signature, it
is convenient to rewrite the effective action ansatz in terms of self- and anti-self-dual
field strengths, which we define as
F±µν(x) = Fµν(x)± F ∗µν(x) . (2.10)











To determine these coefficients we can match to the three-point amplitude by com-
puting the Maxwell spinor for the radiation field sourced by the
√
Kerr particle,
which we assume to have constant spin aµ and constant proper velocity uµ. In (2,2)








dΦ(k) δ̂(k · u) |k〉〈k| e−ik·xACoulomb3,+ eik·a . (2.12)
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So far, the Newman-Janis structure is hinted at by the translation operators
e±a·∂ appearing in the effective action. We can make this structure more manifest

























Our effective action is now an integral over a two-dimensional region — a worldsheet,
rather than a worldline.
To see that this worldsheet is indeed connected to the Newman-Janis shift, let us
recover this shift for the Maxwell spinor. The gauge field Aµ set up at a point x by the
worldsheet source is an integral of a Green’s function G(x− y) over the worldsheet.
The field strength follows by differentiation, after which contraction with σ matrices









dλ (a · ∂)G(x− r − λa)
]
, (2.15)
where the first term comes from the non-spinning part of the action (2.1). Now
the a · ∂ operator acting on the Green’s function can be understood as a derivative
with respect to λ. This produces a λ integral of a total derivative, which reduces
to the boundary terms. Cancelling the first term in eq. (2.15) against the boundary




ν∂µG(x− r − a) . (2.16)
The Maxwell spinor depends only on the anti-self-dual part of the effective action,
shifted by the spin length. The real translation in (2, 2) signature is a result of










Figure 1. Geometry of the effective action: boundary ∂Σn of the complex worldsheet
(translucent plane) is fixed to the particle worldline in real space (solid plane).
2.2 Worldsheet for interactions















dτdλ iF+µν(r + iλa)u
µaν .
(2.17)
Here the self-dual and anti-self-dual field strengths are




± ρσ , (2.18)
and Σ = {τ ∈ (−∞,∞)} × {λ ∈ [0, 1]} is the worldsheet.
Now that we are back in Minkowski space, let us turn to the Newman-Janis
structure of interactions. Suppose that our spinning particle is moving under the
influence of an external electromagnetic field, generated by distant sources. The









dτdλ iF+µν(r + iλa)u
µaν + . . . , (2.19)
where ∂Σn is the “near” boundary of the worldsheet, at λ = 0, as shown in figure 1.
We will similarly refer to the boundary at λ = 1 as the “far” boundary. The near
boundary is the physical location of the object, while the far boundary is a timelike
line embedded in the complexification of Minkowski space. We have also indicated
the presence of unknown additional operators (involving at least two powers of the
field strength) in the action by the ellipsis in eq. (2.19).
It is convenient to introduce a complex coordinate z = r+iλa on the worldsheet.





µ ∧ dzν = iF+µν(z)(uµ + iλȧµ)aν dτ ∧ dλ , (2.20)
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where ȧµ = daµ/dτ . Since in the absence of interactions the spin is constant, ȧ must












µ ∧ dzν + . . . . (2.21)
In doing so, we have redefined the higher-order operators indicated by the ellipsis.
When the electromagnetic fields appearing in the action (2.21) are generated by
external sources, both F and F ∗ are closed two-forms, so we may introduce potentials
A and A∗ such that F = dA and F ∗ = dA∗. The dual gauge potential A∗ is related
to A by duality, but this relationship need not concern us here: we only require that
both potentials exist in the vicinity of the
√
Kerr particle. Hence we may also write

















A+ + . . . ,
(2.22)
where the boundary consists of two disconnected lines (the far and near boundaries).
The orientation of the integration contour was set by F+, as depicted in figure 1.
Now, notice that on the near boundary z = r(τ) is real. Hence ReA+ = A, so




A+ + . . . = −QRe
∫
dτ uµA+µ (r + ia) + . . . . (2.23)
Thus we explicitly see that the interactions of a
√
Kerr particle can be described
with a Newman-Janis shift. We will exploit this fact explicitly in section 4. Before
we do, we turn to gravitational interactions.
3 Spin and gravitational interactions
As a step towards a worldsheet action for a probe Kerr in a non-trivial background,
it is helpful to understand how to make the electromagnetic effective action (2.18)
generally covariant. In a curved spacetime, we cannot simply add a vector λa to a
point r. To see what to do, let us reintroduce translation operators as in eq. (2.14).






















Now it is clear that a minimal way to make this term generally covariant is to replace



















(iλ a · ∇)n . (3.3)
This operator generates translations along geodesics in the direction a. To see why,
note that the perturbative expansion of such a geodesic beginning at a point x0 in
the direction a with parameter ` is





νaρ + . . . . (3.4)
Now consider the perturbative expansion of a scalar function f(x) along such a
geodesic. We have








+ . . .
= f(x0) + `(a · ∇)f(x0) +
`2
2
(a · ∇)(a · ∇)f(x0) + . . .
= e` a·∇f(x0) .
(3.5)
A traditional point of view on eq. (3.2) is that the operators only act on the
two-form F+µν . However, we can alternatively think of the operator acting on a scalar
function F+µνu
µaν , provided we extend the definitions of the velocity u and the spin a
so that they become fields on the domain of the translation operator. We can simply
do this by parallel-transporting u(r(τ)) and a(r(τ)) along the geodesic beginning
at r(τ) in the direction a(τ) (using the Levi-Civita connection). We denote these
geodesics by z(τ, λ); explicitly,




νaρ + . . . . (3.6)
(Notice that the translation operator (3.3) has parameter iλ.) The parallel-transported
vectors, with initial conditions a(z(τ, 0)) = a(τ) and u(z(τ, 0)) = u(τ), have the sim-
ilar perturbative expansions
uµ(z(τ, λ)) = uµ(τ)− iλΓµνρ(r(τ))aν(τ)uρ(τ) + . . . ,
aµ(z(τ, λ)) = aµ(τ)− iλΓµνρ(r(τ))aν(τ)aρ(τ) + . . . .
(3.7)
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µ(τ)uν(τ) = Fµν(z(τ, λ))a
µ(z(τ, λ))uν(z(τ, λ)) . (3.8)







∂ρFµν − ΓαµρFαν − ΓανρFµα
))
aµuν
= (Fµν(r(τ)) + iλa
ρ∇ρFµν) aµuν . (3.9)
The final expression is precisely the same as the picture in which the derivatives act
only on the field strength: these are equivalent points of view.
The worldsheet arises from interpreting the translation operators as genuine
translations. In curved space, the operators replace the straight-line sum r + iaλ
appearing in our action (2.18) with the natural generalisation — a geodesic in the









The surface Σ is built up from the worldline of the particle, augmented by the
geodesics in the direction a for each τ .
Note that, since we neglect higher-order interactions, we may replace the velocity
vector field u(τ, λ) in the action (3.10) with the similarly defined momentum field
p(τ, λ). Indeed, at λ = 0 the difference adds another order in the gauge field, as
shown in eq. (2.3), and this persists for λ 6= 0 after parallel translation along the
geodesics. Therefore, up to F 2 operators that we are neglecting, the
√
Kerr action












We are now ready for the fully gravitational Kerr worldsheet action, which is
naturally motivated as a classical double copy of this covariantised worldsheet action.
Recalling that we should double-copy from non-Abelian gauge theory rather than
electrodynamics, we promote the field strength to the Yang-Mills case:
QF+µν(z) → cA(z)FA+µν (z) , (3.12)
where cA(z(τ, λ)) is a vector in the colour space (generated by parallel transport
from the classical colour vector of a particle, as described by the Yang-Mills-Wong
3In general, these geodesics may become singular. We assume that such singularities do not
arise. If they were to arise, there would also be a divergence in the interpretation of the EFT as an
infinite sum of operators.
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equations [112]). The double copy replaces colour by kinematics, so we anticipate a
replacement of the form cA → uµ. Moreover, to replace FAµν we need an object with
three indices, antisymmetric in two of them, for which the spin connection
ωµ







is the natural candidate. Since it is defined via a derivative of the (body-fixed)
spacetime tetrad eµa , which is a dimensionless quantity, on dimensional grounds the
replacement should be of the form FAµν → mωµab. Indeed, we find that the correct











where ω+ is a self-dual part of the spin connection, defined explicitly by
ω+µab(x) = ω
µ








µ cd(x) . (3.15)
In writing these equations, we have extended the body-fixed frame ea = e
µ
a∂µ of
vectors to every point of the complex worldsheet. We do so by parallel transport. As
usual, the frame indices a, b, · · · take values from 0 to 3, and εabcd is the flat-space
Levi-Civita tensor, with ε0123 = +1.
3.1 Flat-space limit
We will shortly prove that the worldsheet term (3.14) reproduces all single-curvature
terms in the known effective action for a Kerr black hole in an arbitrary back-
ground [93, 94, 96]. But first we wish to show that the term is non-trivial even
in flat space, and is in fact the standard kinetic term for a spinning particle in
Minkowski space [92] in that context.








ab(r + iλa) p
a(τ)ab(τ) , (3.16)
since the parallel transport of the vectors u, p and a is now trivial, and the geodesics
reduce to straight lines. In flat space, the frame eaµ(τ, λ) is also independent of λ,
since it is generated by parallel transport. Thus, the spin connection is λ-independent
and the λ integral in eq. (3.16) becomes trivial.


















Recalling the definitions of the dual spin connection ω∗ and the spin pseudovector a,










dτ Ωab(r(τ))Sab(τ) . (3.18)
This is nothing but the spin kinetic term written in eq. (2.1). In this way, we see
that the worldsheet expression (3.14) already describes the basic dynamics of spin.
3.2 Single-Riemann effective operators
It is now straightforward to recover the full tower of single-Riemann operators in



































where we performed the λ integral and expanded the translation operator eia·∇.
The leading contribution is again the spin kinetic term, as a short computation
demonstrates. We also encounter an infinite series of higher-derivative contributions
for n ≥ 1. To express them in terms of the Riemann tensor, we recall that it satisfies




bRαβ µν = −∇µωνab +∇νωµab + ωµac ων
c
b − ωνac ωµc b . (3.20)
Consistently omitting the quadratic in ω terms from the equation above, as well as
the higher-order interaction contributions due to the difference between pa and mua,
































+ . . . .
(3.21)
Here R+ab µν = Rab µν + iR
∗
ab µν is defined via the dualisation of the first two indices.
Notice that in eq. (3.21) we treat the velocity u, momentum p and spin a as fields
on the worldline, so that they commute with the covariant derivative.
We may proceed by integrating the D/dτ term by parts, after which it acts on
factors of velocity and spin. This generates curvature-squared (and higher) operators
– 12 –















+ . . . . (3.22)














(a · ∇)2n−1R∗αβ µνuαaβuµaν
]
x=r(τ)
+ . . . ,
(3.23)
one can verify that this reproduces the leading interactions of a Kerr black hole, as
detailed in Appendix B and discussed in detail by Levi and Steinhoff [96].
It is interesting that the worldsheet structure unifies the spin kinetic term with
the leading interactions of Kerr. The same phenomenon was observed directly at the
level of amplitudes in ref. [25].
4 Spinorial equations of motion
Eq. (2.23) explicits displays a Newman-Janis shift for the leading interactions of
the
√
Kerr solution. Now we take a first look at the structure of the equations of
motion encoding this shift. Since the Newman-Janis shift is chiral, we will find that
it is very convenient to describe the dynamics using the method of spinor-helicity,
even in a fully classical setting. Our focus here will be to extract expressions for
observables from the equations of motion at leading order. Thus we are free to make
field redefinitions, dropping total derivatives which do not contribute to observables.
We will also extend our work to magnetically charged objects, such as spinning dyons
and the gravitational Kerr-Taub-NUT analogue at the level of equations of motion.
We may write the leading order action for a
√
Kerr particle with trajectory r(τ)





p · ṙ(τ) + 1
2
ε(p, a,Ω) +QReuµA+µ (r + ia)
)
+ . . . . (4.1)
Here and below we use the short-hand notation
ε(p, a,Ω) = εµνρσp
µaνΩρσ , εµ(a, b, c) = εµνρσa
νbρcσ . (4.2)
By varying with respect to the position r(τ) it is easy to determine that
dpµ
dτ
= QReF+µν(r + ia)uν + . . . =
Q
m
ReF+µν(r + ia)pν + . . . . (4.3)
– 13 –
In the second equality, we replaced the velocity u = ṙ with the momentum p/m,
noting that the difference between the momentum and mu is of order F . To obtain
a similar differential equation for the spin aµ, it is helpful to begin by differentiating







F+µν(r + ia)aν . (4.4)






ReF+µν(r + ia)aν + . . . , (4.5)
and indeed a more lengthy calculation using the Lagrangian (4.1) confirms this guess.
Our expressions (4.3) and (4.5) for the momentum and spin have the same basic
structure, and are consistent with the requirements that p2 and a2 are constant while
a · p = 0. In the context of scattering amplitudes it has proven to be very convenient
to introduce spinor variables describing similar momenta and spins. Notice that there
is nothing quantum about using spinor variables for momenta and spin: the momenta
of particles in amplitudes need not be small, and the spin can be arbitrarily large.
We are simply taking advantage of the availability of spinorial representations of the
Lorentz group. A key motivation for introducing spinors in the present context is
the chirality structure of eqs. (4.3) and (4.5), which hint at a more basic description
using an intrinsically chiral formalism.
Following Arkani-Hamed, Huang and Huang [91] we introduce spinors |pI〉 and




εIJ〈pJ |σµ|pI ] =
1
2
〈pI |σµ|pI ] . (4.6)
We raise and lower the little-group indices I, J, . . . with two-dimensional Levi-Civita
tensors, as usual. The σµ matrices are a basis of the Clifford algebra, and we use the
common choice
σµ = (1, σx, σy, σz) . (4.7)
The little group of a massive momentum is SO(3), so to construct the spin vector aµ
in terms of spinors we need only form a little-group vector representation from little-
group spinors. The vector representation of SO(3) is the symmetric tensor product of
two spinors, so we will need to symmetrise little-group indices. Let aIJ be a constant




aIJ〈pJ |σµ|pI ] (4.8)
is the spin vector. To understand how these expressions work, it may be helpful to
work in a Lorentz frame pµ = (
√
p2, 0, 0, 0). Then the spin is a purely spatial vector,
so it is a linear combination of components in the x, y and z directions. Thus there is
– 14 –
a basis of three possible spins. This is reflected in the three independent components
of the symmetric two-by-two matrix aIJ . The algebra of the spinors immediately
guarantees that the spin a and the momentum p are orthogonal.
Given that we can always reconstruct the momentum and spin from the spinors,
all we now need are dynamical equations for the spinors themselves. The leading-














φ̃(r(τ)− ia(τ))|pI ] .
(4.9)
Notice that the evolution of the spinors is directly determined by the Maxwell spinor
of whatever background the particle is moving in. The NJ shift indicated explicitly
in eqs. (4.9) is an explicit consequence of the shift (2.23) at the level of the effective
action. It is straightforward to recover the vectorial equations (4.3) and (4.5) from
our spinorial equation using the familiar spinor-helicity methods.
To illustrate the use of spinorial methods, consider scattering two
√
Kerr particles
off one another. We will compute both the leading impulse ∆p1 and the leading
angular impulse ∆a1 on one of the two particles during the scattering event. These
observables are easily obtained using the methods of scattering amplitudes [13, 15,
16, 30]; here, spinorial equations of motion render the computation even simpler.
We denote the spinor variables for particle 1 by |1, τ〉 and |1, τ ], and similarly for
particle 2; these spinors are explicitly functions of proper time. In a scattering event
we denote the initial spinors as |1〉 ≡ |1,−∞〉 (and similarly for |1].) The final
outgoing spinors are then |1′〉 ≡ |1,+∞〉.
The impulses on particle 1 are given in terms of a leading order kick of the spinor
|∆1〉 ≡ |1,+∞〉 − |1,−∞〉 as
∆p1 = 2ε
IJ Re |∆1J〉[1I | ,
∆a1 = 2a
IJ
1 Re |∆1J〉[1I | .
(4.10)
(Notice that we are representing the impulses here as bispinors.) Thus we simply need
to compute the kick suffered by the spinor of particle 1 to determine both impulses,
in contrast to other methods available (including using amplitudes [16].) By direct






dτ φ(r1 + ia1) |1I〉 . (4.11)
At this level of approximation, we may take the trajectory r1 to be a straight line
with constant velocity, and take the spin a1 to be constant, under the integral. Notice
that we evaluate the Maxwell spinor at the shifted position r1 + ia1 because of the
Newman-Janis shift property at the level of interactions.
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To perform the integration we need the Maxwell spinor influencing the motion of
particle 1. This is the field of the second of our two particles. It is easy to obtain this
field — indeed, by the standard Newman-Janis shift of the field set up by particle 2,
we need only shift the Coulomb field of a point-like charge. The field is
φ(x) = 2iQ2
∫





Note the explicit NJ shift by the spin a2: this is the shift of the background, in
contrast to the shift through a1 of eq. (4.11). Of course, there is a pleasing symmetry
between these shifts. Using the field (4.12) in our expression (4.11) for the change





d̂4k δ̂(k · u1)δ̂(k · u2)
e−ik·(b+ia1+ia2)
k2
kµuν2σµν |1I〉 , (4.13)
where b is the impact parameter. This expression contains complete information
about both the linear and angular impulses. For example, substituting into eq. (4.10)






d̂4k δ̂(k · u1)δ̂(k · u2)
e−ik·(b+ia1+ia2)
k2
× (ia1 · u2 kµ − ik · a1 uµ2 + εµ(k, a1, u2)) .
(4.14)
Spinorial equations of motion are also available for the leading order interactions






uµωµ(r + ia)|pI〉 ,
d
dτ
|pI ] = −
1
2
uµω̃µ(r − ia)|pI ] ,
(4.15)
where the spin connection is written in terms of spinors:
ωµ|p〉 = ωµabσab|p〉 . (4.16)
Using these spinorial equations of motion and a brief calculation in exact analogy
with our
√
Kerr discussion above, it is straightforward to recover the leading linear
and angular impulse due to Kerr/Kerr scattering [113].
In fact we can go further and consider the generalisation of Kerr with NUT
charge, corresponding in the stationary case to the Kerr-Taub-NUT solution. It is
known that NUT charge can be introduced by performing the gravitational ana-
logue of electric/magnetic duality [97]. Working at linearised level, this deforms the






uµωµ(r + ia)|pI〉 ,
d
dτ
|pI ] = −
e+iθ
2
uµω̃µ(r − ia)|pI ] ,
(4.17)
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where θ is a magnetic angle. The particle described by these equations has mass
m cos θ and NUT parameter m sin θ. Using these equations, and defining the rapidity
w by coshw = u1 · u2, we find that the leading order impulse in a Kerr-Taub-
NUT/Kerr-Taub-NUT scattering event is given by
∆pµ1 = 4πGm1m2 Re
∫




× (i cosh 2w kµ + 2 coshw εµ(k, u1, u2)) ,
(4.18)
in agreement with a previous computation performed using scattering amplitudes [102].
It is also straightforward to compute the angular impulse using these methods; we
find that
∆aµ1 = −4πGm2 Re
∫






i cosh 2w εµ(k, u1, a1)− 2 coshw uµ1εµ(k, u1, u2, a1)







The Newman-Janis shift is often dismissed as a trick, without any underlying geo-
metric justification. The central theme of our paper is that we should rather view
Newman and Janis’s work as an important insight. The Kerr solution is simpler than
it first seems, and correspondingly the leading interactions of Kerr are simpler than
they might otherwise be. It seems appropriate to place the NJ shift at the heart
of our formalism for describing the dynamics of Kerr black holes, thereby taking
maximum advantage of this leading order simplicity.
Our spinorial approach to the classical dynamics of Kerr (and its electromagnetic
single-copy,
√
Kerr) makes it trivial to include the spin (to all orders in a) in scattering
processes. Computing the evolution of the spinors rather than the momenta and spin
separately reduces the workload in performing these computations, and is even more
efficient in some examples than computing with the help of scattering amplitudes.
However, we only developed these equations at leading order. At higher orders,
spinor equations of motion will certainly exist and be worthy of study.
We found that the effective action for Kerr has the surprising property that it
can be formulated in terms of a two-dimensional worldsheet integral instead of the
usual one-dimensional worldline effective theory. This remarkable fact provides some
kind of geometric basis for the Newman-Janis shift, where it emerges using Stokes’s
theorem. Our worldsheet actions contain terms integrated over some boundaries,
and other terms integrated over the “bulk” two-dimensional worldsheet. This struc-
ture is also familiar from brane world scenarios, but is obviously surprising in the
– 17 –
context of Kerr black holes. In Minkowski space, this worldsheet is embedded in a
complexification of spacetime, in a manner somewhat reminiscent of other work on
complexified worldlines; see ref. [114], for example. However, our worldsheet seems
to be a bit of a different beast: it is not a complex line, but rather a strip with two
boundaries.
The worldsheet emerged in our work, built up from the physical boundary world-
line and geodesics in the direction of spin. This construction is very different from
the sigma models familiar from string theory. The dynamical variables in our action
are the “near” worldsheet coordinates, the spin, and body-fixed frame. But perhaps
these dynamical variables emerge from a geometric description more reminiscent of
the picture for strings.
We do not know whether the worldsheet structure persists when higher-order
operators, involving two or more powers of the Riemann curvature (or electromag-
netic field strength), are included. But we can certainly hope that the surprising
simplicity of Kerr persists to higher orders — the computation of observables from
loop-level amplitudes for particles with spin [24, 25, 40, 71] certainly indicates that
further progress can be made. Meanwhile precision calculations reliant on the ef-
fective action in (2.1) require including higher-dimension operators in the action
[108–110]. It would be particularly interesting to investigate the symmetry structure
of the Kerr worldsheet, with an eye towards placing symmetry constraints on the
tower of possible higher-dimension operators.
Our work has touched on a family of solutions including Kerr and its magneti-
cally charged analogue, Kerr-Taub-NUT, as well as a set of related electromagnetic
solutions. Taken together the parameters we have introduced number five: electric
and magnetic charge, mass and NUT parameter, and spin. These are most, but
not all, of the parameters of the famous Plebanski-Demianski family [115, 116] of
solutions, which also includes a cosmological constant as well as an acceleration pa-
rameter. It would be interesting to see if our methods can be generalised to include
the remaining parameters.
We hope that our work is only the beginning of a programme to exploit the
Newman-Janis structure of Kerr black holes to simplify their dynamics.
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A Split-signature matching calculation
Here we provide further details of the matching calculation which determined the√
Kerr effective action Wilson coefficients in eq. (2.11). We will work exclusively in
split signature, for which we adopt the conventions of [111].
Our calculation hinges upon the field strength sourced by the particle, which is
determined by the
√
Kerr worldline current j̃µ(k). We assume that the particle has
constant spin aµ and constant proper velocity uµ. In solving the Maxwell equation
we impose retarded boundary conditions precisely as in [111], placing our observation
point x in the future with respect to one time coordinate t0, but choosing the proper




= −i sign k0δ̂(k2) + 1
k2adv
, (A.1)
where the ret and adv subscripts indicate retarded and advanced Green’s functions,




= −i sign(k0)δ̂(k2) . (A.2)
The field strength sourced by the current in split signature is therefore
F µν(x) =
∫







δ̂(k2) k[µj̃ν] e−ik·x ,
(A.3)
where our convention for index antisymmetrisation includes no numerical factors.
Notice that the appropriate integral measure is now precisely the invariant phase-
space measure (2.8); substituting the worldline current for our
√
Kerr effective action
in eq. (2.11), evaluated on a leading-order trajectory, we thus have
F µν(x) = 2QRe
∫








B̃n(ia · k)n + C̃n(ia · k)n
) ]




B̃n(ia · k)n − C̃n(ia · k)n
)}
e−ik·x . (A.4)
To match to the three-point
√
Kerr amplitude, we need to compute the Maxwell
spinor φ and its conjugate, φ̃. To do so, we introduce a basis of positive and negative
helicity polarisation vectors ε±k . On the support of the delta function in (A.4),




2ε+k · u |k〉〈k|
k[µεν](k, u, a)σµν = −
√
2a · k ε+k · u |k〉〈k| .
(A.5)
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The latter equality relies upon the identity k[µενρσλ] = 0, and the fact that σµν is
self-dual in this signature. With these expressions in hand, it is easy to see that the















Recall from eq. (2.11) that the Wilson coefficients B̃n and C̃n were identified with
self- and anti-self-dual field strengths, respectively. Since a positive-helicity wave is
associated with an anti-self-dual field strength, it is no surprise that the Maxwell
spinor should depend only on this part of the
√
Kerr effective action. Fixing the B̃n















Here we have used that
k[µuν]σ̃µν = −
√
2ε−k · u |k] [k|
k[µεν](k, u, a)σ̃µν = −
√
2a · k ε−k · u |k] [k| ,
(A.8)
recalling that σ̃ is anti-self-dual in split signature spacetimes.
It now only remains to match to the Maxwell spinors for the three-point ampli-
tude, as given in eq. (2.12). The scalar Coulomb amplitudes for photon absorption













dΦ(k) δ̂(k · u)e−ik·x |k] [k| ε−k · u e
−ik·a .
(A.9)








which are the Wilson coefficients listed in eq. (2.13).
B Kerr matching calculation
Here we verify that the effective spin interactions in eq. (3.23) match to the leading
interactions for a Kerr black hole. We start with the stress-energy tensor [113]
T µνKerr(x) = m
∫
dτ u(µ exp(a ∗ ∂)ν)ρuρδ(4)(x− r(τ)) , (a ∗ b)µν = εµναβaαbβ , (B.1)
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which in the static case serves as an effective skeleton source for the linearised Kerr
solution gKerrµν = ηµν + κh
Kerr
µν . The trace-reversed form of the solution is explicitly





, uµ = (1,0) , κ =
√
32πG . (B.2)



































aν(a · ∂)− a2∂ν
]
(u · ∂) +O(κ) , (B.4)
where we have already discarded u ·a = O(κ). Plugging this into the worldline action
and assuming harmonic gauge for simplicity, we can also eliminate ∂2hµν = O(κ).
Moreover, integration by parts of the proper-time derivatives (u · ∂)hµν = dhµν/dτ
produces momentum or spin time derivatives, which bring about additional powers



















Note that here the first two terms, −κm/2
[
hµνu
µuν − uµεν(u, a, ∂)hµν
]
, should be
interpreted [25] as the linearised-gravity contributions to the standard kinetic terms
−m
√



















Meanwhile, from ref. [96] it is well known that the leading effective spin interac-














CBS2n(a · ∇)2n−1R∗αβ µνuαaβuµaν
]
x=r(τ)
+ . . . ,
(B.7)
where the dimensionless Wilson coefficients CES2n and CBS2n specify the gravitational
multipole moments of a given classical body. To determine these coefficients for Kerr
– 21 –
black holes, we need to reduce the action (B.7) to the linearised form of eq. (B.5).
Recalling that at leading order any proper time derivatives (u·∂)hµν can be neglected,
we find that in the worldline action the Riemann tensor may be replaced by
Rαβ µνu
αaβuµaν ⇒ − κ
2
(a · ∂)2hµνuµuν +O(κ2) ,
R∗αβ µνu
αaβuµaν ⇒ − κ
2
uµεν(u, a, ∂)(a · ∂)hµν +O(κ2) .
(B.8)




















Matching this to the linearised action (B.5), we see that the Wilson coefficients for
a Kerr black hole are
CES2n = 1 , CBS2n = −1 . (B.10)
Substitution into (B.7) then yields the Kerr interactions listed in eq. (3.23).
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